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Given a Markov prccess with state space (0. 1) we treat parameter estimation of the transition 
intensities and state estimation of unobserved portions of the sample path, based on various 
partial observations of the process. Parameter estimators are devised and shown to he consistent 
and asymptotically normal. State estimators are computed explicitly and represented in recursive 
form. Observation mechanisms include regularly spaced samples, regular samples with time jitter, 
Poisson samples, Poisson samples with state 0 unobservable, observability defined by an alternat- 
ing renewal process, averaged samples, observation of transition times into state 1 and observation 
of a random time change of the underlying process. The law of the observability process may 
he partly unknown. The combined problem of state cc;timation with estimated parameters is aiso 
examined. 
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1. Introduction 
Two principal problems are treat, d ir! this paper: estimation of the transition 
intensities of a Markov process X based on various physically defined forms of 
partial obscrvati;)n, and reconstructi~,n of unobserved portions of the sampI@ path 
of the process. As data we have %t a single realization of the process. Concerrling 
p:tramettx- estimation wt3 deal r .ainl ‘r wirll asymptotic properties of estintatclrs: 
strong 0snsistency and asymptotic normali ry. The form of the cstim:ltom-s cicpc:rJds 
strongly on the nature of the observation mechanism. 
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Reconstruction of partially observed sample paths entails estimation of un- 
observed random states of X, for which reason we term it state estimation (as 
contrasted with parameter estimation). We adopt the criterion of mean-squared 
error for assessment of state estimators; hence optimality is achieved by relevant 
conditional expectations. The main issue becomes efficient calculation of state 
estimators, either explicitly or, espelzially, using a recursive representutiorz that can 
be updated as additional observations are received, rather than recomputed from 
scratch. 
In general state estimation is feasible only when parameters of the state process 
X are known; our results deal primarily with this case. However we also consider 
the problem of performing state estimation with estimators in which parameter 
values are replaced by estimates thereof, resulting in ‘pseudo-state estimators’ 
whose properties we examine. 
For parameter estimation we permit the observability process to have unknown 
‘parameters’ but require that it be observable; the latter restriction is virtually 
never unreasonable. Except in one section, in the context of state estimation the 
jaws of both the state process and the observability process are assumed to be 
known, but when the latter is itself observable its precise law is often unnecessary 
for construction of state estimators; however, its structure and relationship to X 
arc crucial. 
Simplicity of exposition has led us to restrict attention to Markov processes with 
two states, which we take to be 0 and 1. Nearly all our results generalize without 
difficulty to irreducible processes with finite state space, in the sense that gencrali- 
zations are conceptually identical but more complicated computationally. We 
choose specificity over gcncrality because the latter forces notational complexit? 
:!nd arguments that are more cumbersome without being qualitativel!~ different. 
whcrcas the former allows us to exploit the fact that for a two-state Markov process 
all l*omputations can hc effected in closed form. 
We therefore establish the following structure. Let X -’ cX,; P,) be a Markov 
process with state space E = (0, 1) and generator 
with II, f, ” 0. Then (cf. [ 10, C’haptcr 811 the transition function (Y,i is given b! 
;lnd the limit and invariant distribution is 
(1.1) 
(1.3 
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In each of Sections 2-9 below we introduce a physically motivated and mathemati- 
cally tractable form of partial observation of X, leading to an observed history %[. 
We do not in general have %!( c 9;” since the observation process can be observable. 
Our study of parameter estimation involves construction of estimators a^ (t ), 6( t ) E ?tJ 
(i.e. based on observations over [O, t]), as well as estimators of unknown aspects 
of the law of the cbservation process, and description of their properties as t -+ 00. 
We also treat L. Jroblem of estimating the invariant distribution Y, which in some 
applications is the main object of interest. While (1.3) indicates that one can employ 
the estimators 
r:(O, t) 
6(r) 
z-7 
ii(tj+b(t 1’ 
G(l, t)= 1 -v^(R, 0, 
in some cases we obtain superior performa rice from more directly defined estimators. 
For state estimation the goal is to reconstruct unobserved portions oj the sample 
path t +X,(O) for each realization W. The prototypic question confronted in this 
situation is explicit or recursive computation, especially the latter, of conditional 
probabilities 
P{Xu = 0~--7c’l} = 1 - E[X,,lZ,], (1.4) 
equality holding since X takes only the values 0 and 1. In ( 1.4), ??[ is the g-algebra 
describing observations*of X over the interval [O, r] and consists of partial observa- 
tions of the path s --,X&J), 0 GS 5~ t, together with observable aspects of th: 
observation process. Engineering usage designates such computations interpoiution. 
fiErering, or predictiorz according as u < t, u = t or ld> t in (1.4). Recursive representa- 
tions permit one to update, without recomputing, expressions such as (1.4) as t 
increases and additional observations become available; this capability is essential, 
e.g., in signal processing applicaticn:;, where X represents a binary signal. Because 
X is Markov, recursive expressions are of greatest interest for filtering. Solution 
of the filtering problem yields solution of the prediction problem; however, interpo- 
lation may need separate consideration. 
Recursive computability is equally important for parameter estimators. Therefore 
many of our estimators i(t), 6(t) are chosen because of their simplicity and their 
being computable recursively rather than their necessarily being maximum likeli- 
hood estimators. In addition, our estimators depend on the structure of the proccs< 
of observatiors. All of our estimators arc, shown to be strongly consistent and 
asymptotically normal as t -+ 00, and are hence inferior to maximum likelihood 
estimators only to the (possibly nontrivial) extent of being ineffcient. 
The forms of partial oaservation arc 1s follows: 
(3) Ohscwatior~ ar tlqztnlly spud tire! .T (:,ectic;n 2). The data are comprised of 
the values X(O), X(A), .Y(?,&, . . . , where A > 0 is a known sampling interval. This 
model has been treated previously in [7, S] but without consideration of state 
estimation. 
(b) Reghrly spaced ohserw tions with time jitter (Section 3). The desired samples 
;jre (X (HA )&, as above but because of irregularities in the samplir g mechanism 
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the data are the jittery samples (X(nA +S,l)),tE~, where the & are i.i.d. random 
variables, independent of X, with IS, I< $4 (to prevent ‘crossing’ of observations) 
whose distribution may be unknown. The observation times 7’, = HAI + S,, are observ- 
able. Previous analyses for other kinds of processes are [ 1,9]. 
(c) Sampling at Poisson times (Section 4). The data are the pairs (T,, X(T,,)), 
where the T,l are arrival times in an observable Poisson process independent of X, 
the rate A of which may be unknown. Estimation of the three parameters a, 6, A 
is considered. If any one of these is known, the remaining two may be estimated 
from only the observed values X(7-‘,,). Related i:arlier work includes [3, 17, 191. 
(~2 Samplirlg at Poissorz times with 0 r~nobseruable (Section 5). This section 
generalizes Section 4 and [ 16]. The underlying structure is that of Section 4, but 
the data are only the values of those T,l for which X(T,,) = 1, and constitute a 
thinned version of the Poisson process. In effect, therefore, inference about X is 
based on the way it influences (by thinning) a process of known structure. Note 
that the process A’ and the sampling mechanism are now dependent. Despite the 
paucity of data, it is possible to estimate consistently the transition rates a, 6 arln 
the rate A of the Poisson process. See [16] for background and variations. 
k) Ohseruahility defined 6y an alternating wnewa/ process (Section 6). Here we 
arc given a O-1 semi-Markov process (2,) independent of X and Xl is observable 
if and only if 2, = 1. We assume that Z is observable, so the data are the process 
{(Z,, ZtX, ); t 2 0). The observability process in this case differs qualitatively from 
those m previous sections; it is related to the model in [ 141 and other, more classical 
censoring models. 
(f) .4ceraged obscruntions (Section 7). Referring back to (a) above, suppose that 
as a consequence of the measurement process, rather than the point samples (X (& )) 
WC obtain averages of the form 
where y <It is a known, deterministic averaging interval (a characteristic of the 
observation device). For averaged data recursive updating of state estimators occcIr< 
in a particularly nice manner. Note that here also the observation process differ:: 
qualitatively from other cases. 
(~1 06.uwed ewarwt~s to statt’ 2 (Section 8). The dat;l x-e the successice random 
times at which X enters the state 1 (think of thtm as anisotropic level crossing 
times). Here a wrinkle appears: 11 and /I cannot be distinguished but (1 A I) a~i 
C( J h can k cstimakd effectively. 
+nifil:ant depcndcncc between the process A’ and the observation mechanism. 
We assume that prior to ob!: -vation A’ is subjected to a random time change (7, j 
that is the inverse of an additive functional 
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where f: E -+ (0, 00) is a known function. This results in the time-changed process 
Y5 = X( T,), which in turn is partially observable according to one of the mechanisms 
from previous sections; our emphasis is on exact point observations (as in Sections 
2-4). 
Section 10 presents a clearly desirable amalgamation of the concepts of para,m- 
eter and state estimation, as previously intimated. Here also we restrict attention 
to point observations. 
The direct antecedents of this paper are [7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 191; [6, IO, 1 l] may be 
consulted concerning Markov processes. Some alternative forms of partial observa- 
tion are treated in [14,20]; see also [2,4], which treat complete cbservation. 
Notation established above applies throughout the paper, although ihe precise 
definition of the observed history (Z,) varies from section to section. IJnless the 
contrary is stated, a probability measure P can correspond to any c’istribution of X0. 
2. Observation at equally spaced times 
The observations in this case are XW), tt 2 0, where j > 0 is a known sampling 
interval; therefore 
3’; =rr(X10,, . . . , Xcj[t/-1jH* (2. s. ) 
whcrc [_~j denotes the integer part of s. In particular ‘Z, = -&I;,:J;~ for each t. 
Nonadaptive and adaptrve estimators for CI, h have been developed in [7,8], so 
our treatment of parameter estimation is brief. 
Since the observed values I’,, = X(rt9) constitute a Markov chain with transition 
matrix 
from which we obtain 
(2.2) 
P.JO, 1 ) ________-I_- ~ 
‘l = &CO, 11+ P.J(l, 0) ( 
-flngl’~ P,W, 1) -Pl(l.o)i). 
b--_---- 
Pd 1, 0) 1 
---zlog[l -P‘J(CL WP~(l,O)] , 
PJ(O, a,+P,(l,w 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
our procedure is simply to estimate P#, 1 I, PJ, 1, 0) from the I’,,, using standard 
methods for Markov chains [ 2.31, then to FAstltute into (2.3) to obtain estimators 
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6 (t 1, &t 1. Specifically, we pkopose for PJ the X-estimators 
&(t, 0, 1) = 
&ct, 1,O) = 
3 
(2.4) 
Although we do not need them, one would put &t, 0,O) = 1 -&(t, 0,l) and 
@AU, 1, 1) = I --&I, I, 0). Then, 
RAG 0, 1) A A a^(tJ=P&,O, 1)+&Q, 1,O) #A ( --L-log’[l -&t, 0,1)-r;,!& 1, O)]), (2.5) 
where log& x = log(x +), with 6(f) defined analogously using (2.3b). 
These estimators have the following properties. 
Theorem 2.1 Consistency). Afmost surely 
(a^(?), htw (a, b) 
Theorem 2.2 (Asymptotic normality). As t + XI, 
(t/~)“‘[cd(r,,~~t,)-ru,b)]-1:N(O..I,SJ~~~, 
d 
t2.w 
rhw --, dcwotes ~01xxvg4n~~ in distribrttior~, N(0, /I is tlw multictrriatc rzormal 
distribution with mean 0 and cocariancc mtztris r: 2’ is the cocwianct* matrix phn 
irf (2.8) Mow, crnd .& is the Jacobian wahtcd at (P,(C), 1 ), PJl 1, O), of tlw twts- 
@ma tion F satisfying 
ta, h b = FMQO, 1~ PJ( 1, OH, (2.7) 
We only sketch the proofs, since similar (but more complicated j results are proved 
in more detail below. Theorem 2.1 follows from continuity of I; and the fact that 
k!f ! --+ PJ almost surt’l;l by the strong law of large numbers for Markov chains [ 1 11. 
TJq’ p. p. 55-j 
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Direct estimation of the invariant distribution v can be based on the estimators 
* c(t90)=m kc’ “‘f” l( Yk =O), G(t, 1) = 1 - i(t, oj, 
which are strongly consistent and asymptotically normal. Specifically, i(t) + v 
almost surely and 
ab( 1 +e-m’“‘h’d) 
’ (a +b)*( 1 _e-‘n+h’A) ’ 
State estimation-recall that in this setting a, b are assumed to be known-is 
similarly straightforward. 
Proposition 2.1. For each u and t 
P{X, =0131p,}= p,. Ik -ll~(X(kA-Ai,O~Pk~...(O,X(kA~~ 
PJ(X(kA -A), X(kA)j 
ifuE(kA-A,kA),kA~t, 
= P” -~~r/~~(X(A[t/AD)r 0  if u >AUtIAD* (2.9) 
Inasmuch as (2.9) is a routine calculation b.ased on the Markov property and 
similar calculations appear below, we omit a proof. In particular, the filtering 
problem has solution 
To obtain recursive expressions for the probabilities (2.10) we introduce the 
(deterministic in this case) observation counting process NI = [t/A]l ( = number of 
observations in [O, t]). We then obtain by a straightforward computation 
Proposition 2.2. Tlv cmditiottni pwhehilities P{X, = (I[_%,} satisfy the ‘stochastic * 
d#*rentinl equa rim 
dP{X, = O!.rf,} = rh --. la +I? H’{.Y, = 01:&i) dt 
+,II.%‘, =(‘~-P’,X,-O/~Zs}~, ,. )dN,. (2.11) 
Truly stochastic vxsions of (2.11) are derived in Sections 3-5 below, in which 
N, becomes a random process. 
From (2.9~ for s := 0, 
(2.12) 
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combined with (2.11) this yields recursive representations for the probabilities 
P{X,,, = Ol~J. 
We conclude the section by observing that the state estimation results apply with 
obvious modifications to the case of irregularly spaced but deterministic observation 
times 0 = to < f 1 < l l l . 
3. Regularly spaced observations with time jitter 
In this section we have a nominal (and known) sampling interval A > 0 as in 
Section 2; however, because of inaccuracies inherent in the observation process, 
the process X is actually sampled at the ‘jittered’ random times 
T,, =nA+S,, 
where the 8, are i.i.d. random variables, independent of X, such that P{lS,I < 1-1, = 1. 
(This latter condition prevents crossing of observations.) We denote by p the 
distribution of the S,, ; it may not be known. Mainly we work with the case where 
the T,* are themselves available, so that the observed history is given by 
IF, -=~((T,,,X(T,,))l(T,, a); iz HO). 13.1, 
When p is known, parameter estimates can be based on the smaller history 
in which only the X(T,,) (and not the T,,) are observable. Note that in either 
structure the observations themselves are exact; it is the observation times that are 
‘inexact’. 
The following result is preliminary to our parameter estimation results. We omit 
the straightforward proof. 
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It follows from Proposition 3.1 and the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem (cf. [21]) that 
xm= va(e, determines p, 4 and b. Indeed, %‘= determines a and b-see Theorem 
3.1 below-and almost surely 
by the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem, where &‘x denotes the point mass at x. 
For estimation of a and b we proceed as follows. Let F be the function, 
constructed (implicitly) in the proof of Proposition 3.1, satisfying 
(a, 6) =VQ(O, l), Q(1, O)), 
where Q is given by (3.3). Let 
N(t) =g :(r, St) 
1 
be the number of observations in [0, t]. We estimate Q by 
6U, 0, 1) = 
1::; l(x(Tk .l)=o,x(Tk)= 1) 
c;:; l(x(Tk-I)=O) - 
(3.4) 
with &t, 1,O) defined 
1 - &r, 1. 3). (The latter 
If p is known, we take 
analogously, &, 0,O) = 1 - &t, d, 1) and &t, I, 1) = 
two are not used below.) 
(ii(t), hf)~ =F@(t, 0, 11, at, 1, OH, 
and the following Froperties obtain. 
Theorem 3.1 (Consistency). Almost surely, 
(a”(f), h),- (a, b) 
as t + 00. 
(3.5) 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 and the ratio limit theorem for Markov chair,s [K], &I -+ C? 
almost surely. from which (3.5) follow by continuity of F. El 
Theorem 3.2 (Asymptotic normality,. Assume that E[&,] -T 0. Then 
t”‘[(G(t), K(r)) - (a, h)] z WO, J$5&), (3.h) 
where the couariance matrix C is computed i:l the course of the proof n;!d rF is thr 
Jacobiarz of F, etlaluated at (Q 
Proof, It suffices to show that 
P[(&r, I), l), &r, I 
0, 11, Q(1, (I))!. 
(3.7j 
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which in turn follows from a central limit theorem for the random vectors 
r V’l l(X(Tk ,)=O,x(Tk)= li L/C==1 
i= l,X(Tk)=O) 
(CC A=@ 
(Tk 1)=1) ” 
Note that 
dR(t)/t -+ R = 
almost surely, and that 
r v ” Lk --1 l~X(Tk -,)=0,X(7-k)= l,l 
R(T,,! = 
I;:::, l(X(Tk [)-- l,X(T,l=O) 
x;-, l(X(Tk -*)=O) * 
(3.8, 
L 5-I’ Lk = 1 1(X( Tk -1) = 1) j 
By (3.8), Lemma 3.1 and the central limit theorem for Markov chains [ 1 l] it follows 
that 
Iz ’ $?(7’,,i-~R] z N(0, I’i f3.9) 
for a cevariance matrix r computed using methods described in [ 111. To complete 
the proof of (3.7) we invoke [22, Theorem 8.11. Verification of the conditions ther’e 
is straightforward. In the notation of [22], take t(r) = R(f), A(t) = J ‘rR, B(r) = t ’ ” 
and T,, = T,,. For condition (ii) of 1 22, Theorem 8.11, we note that 
by (3.9). The increment condition of [22] is rather trivially satisfied and hence (3.7) 
follows by [22, Theorelm 8.11, together with the computations called for by that 
ma.d~. Note that G is of the form .&J-Y:; for an appropriate function G. rl 
When p is unknown the parameter estimation problem is more subtle. Let 00 1 
remain defined by (3.4), and let 
(as before, * denotes symmetrization and I, Laplace transform) 
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(compare to F above, which is easily computable in similar form) 
(J(t), l(t)) =E(t, 6(r, 0, l), 6(r, 1, 0)). 
229 
(3.10) 
The following results are then valid. 
Theorem 3.3 (Consistency). Almost surely, 
6(t), &fN+(a, 6). (3.11) 
Proof. From Theorem 3.1, &t)-+Q almost surely, while pA(f)+p uniformly by 
the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem. The latter convergence implies that almost surely 
& + g uniformly, where g(u ) = e -AL’Zp4.~ 1, and hence that p(r) -+F uniformly on 
compact subsets of (0, 11. Together with the analytic fact that h,, -+/i uniformly on 
compacts and x, +x at which 12 is contiruous imply h,, (x,) + h (x ), the preceding 
properties and definitions yield (3.11). 123 
Theorem 3.4 (Asymptotic normality). Assume that E[S,,] = 0. Then 
t 1’2[(&f 1, l(r )) - (a, b)] J-L N(@, n ), (3.12) 
where J is computable but too cumbersome to irrclude here. 
Proof. We outline the argument. Writing 
t *‘2[du ), &l)) - (a, b)] 
= P2[~~t, d(r, 0, 11, &, 1, 0)) 4, Q(r, 0, l), Q(t, 1, (I))] 
+I”yat, or, 0, 11, QU, LO)! -F(Q10, l), Qc 1, OH] (3.13, 
and applying standard transformation theory shows that (3.12) ultimately reduces 
to joint asymptotic normality of t”’ (b(r) -p) (as a stochastic process) and 
?“[d(t), 6(t)) - la, h )I, of which the first term in (3.13) is asymptotically a multiple. 
The latter is established by appeal to [22] in the manner of the proof of Theorem 
3.2. u 
Direct estimation of LJ can be effected using the estimator 
,J N(I, 
1;(0, t)=- x 1(x-(T&=0); 
lk 1 
arguments dre similar to but mclre direct than those above. 
Since S and CT,) are independent by assumption, conditioning on ( Tk) and 
applying Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 in conjunction with the remark at the end of 
Section 2 lead to the following results concerning state estimation with the observed 
history X-; as given by (3.1); recall that a, 6 are assumed to be known. Let 
U = t - 7% ( r , be the backward recl:rrence time of the observation process at t (the 
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time since the last observation before t) and let WV, = X(2-&,) denote the value of 
that observation. 
Proposition 3.2. For eatrh 11 and t 
Note that for u 2 t the second part of (3.14) becomes 
P{XU =O#?J=P,, ,(1,o~+P,~,(w,,o)[P~, ,CO,OkP,, ,(l*O)], 
by the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. 
(3.15) 
Proposition 3.3. Tfic conditiorzal probabilities P{X, = OIZt} satisfy th4 stochastic 
differerl tiaI equation 
dP(X, 1~: OlR’J = (h -(a + b )P{X, = O(.Z,}) dt 
+(1(X, =O)-Pp(X\ =Ol%,}j, r )dI’W. (Ji6) 
Proof. (This argument applies also to (2.9) and (4.11)) Putting II = t in (3.15) gives 
For t varying in ( Tk -+ Tk ), Wr does not change, while Uf increases linearly from 0 
to Tk - ?‘k .+ so by the Kolmogorov forward equation 
dP{X, = O)pl} = (-aP(X, = Ol2V[} + bP(X, = i ):Vl}) dr, 
which confirms the first term on the right-hand side of (3. ‘16). At f = Tk an exact 
observation of X is obtained, so P{X! = O~Z’l} becomes one or zero according as 
X(Tk)=OorX(Tk)=landhenceatt=Tk, 
dP{X,=O~Z,}=l-iihP{X,=O/T,} ifX(Tk)=O 
and this gives the remaining term in (3.16). 0 
Even though the integrand 1(X, = 0) in (3.16) is not known at all times, it is 
known for the observation times Tk, which are precisely the atoms of N, SO that 
13. Iti) is indeec-i computable from the observations, 
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4. Sampling at Poisson times 
This section is quite similar to Section 3, and hence our develc$pment is rather 
concise. The observation times T,, are the arrival times in a homogeneous Poisson 
process N, independent of X, with rate A > 0. We confine ourselves to the harder 
case where A is unknown but the T,* are observable; the observed history is 
ii%‘, =cr((T,,,X(T,))l(T,, ct): II HI). (4.11 
If A were known, parameter estimates could be made functions of only the observed 
values X( T,). For discussion of Poisson sampling of other stochastic processes see 
[3, 17, 191; in the latter Poisson sampling of time series is shown to determine the 
law of the series, whereas regular sampling, because of ‘aliasing’, does not. 
Lemma 4.1. The sequence (X( T,, )) is a Markoti chain with transition matrix 
It follows that 
AQ(O, 1, AQ(l,O, 
1 -Q(O, I)-Q(l,O:’ t-&O, I)-Q(l,O) 
= F(A, Q(O, l), Qc 1, 0’) 
(4.2) 
(4.3, 
(this equation serves to define F). 
The estimators are 
kt) = N(t)/t i4.4) 
and &I) as given by (3.4), and we thr:n put 
(i(t), b”(t)) =F(i(t), 6(t, 0, 11, at, 1, @U. (4.5) 
Theorem 4.1 (Consistency). A?rnost SW& 
(i(t), Gt )) -+ (a, h 1 
iast-+W 
(4.6) 
Proof. Since (XI T., )) is a Marko chain by Lemma 4.1, d( Tr, ) --f Q almost surely 
as II -+ a. The Poisson nature of N gives N(t)/t + A almost surely, i.e., i (t) + A and 
14.6) follows easily from these statements a;lid continuity of F. 0 
Theorem 4.2 (Asymptotic normality). As t + a, 
t”‘[(a^(t). &))-(a, b)] -5-* NN,JFC&), (4.7) 
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where computation of C is indicated below and JF is the Jacobian of the function F 
defined by (4.3), evalualed at (A, Q(0, 1), Q( 1,O)). 
Proof. We only sketch the argument, which in all but details is identical to that 
used to prove Theorem 3.2. The conclusion (4.7) follows from a central limit 
theorem of the form 
t ‘l’[R(t) - tR] 4 N(0, r), (4.8) 
where R(t), R are as in Theorem 3.2; note that N(t) is the sum of the third and 
ftnurth components of R(t). As in Theorem 3.2, we appeal to [22, Theorem 8.11, 
this time with t(t) = R(t), A(t) =htR, B(t) = t1’2, q, = T,,. Since T,,/n -*A a.s. and 
the increment condition in [22, p. 1371 is evidently satisfied, it remains to show 
that B(rz) ‘[SC T,,) -A( T,,)] has as;mptotically a normal distribution. But 
&T,,)--AU’,,) R(T,,)-/rRy -AT,,~ --I_ --P--- = -----__ 
I1 c 
lJ2 
11 
----m--q 
It 
so the proof reduces finally to asymptotic normality of 
Morcovcr, (‘f’, -- Tt, 1, X (T,, )) is a Markov chain satisfying Doeblin’s condition (Do). 
See [ 11, Section 5.71 for discussion of the condition and its central limit theorem 
ramifications, one of which is that asymptotic normality holds in (4.9) with the 
associated covariance matrix computable using methods descriheo in [ 111. The 
process in PI.)0 is Z?(f) ‘[t(f) -- A(f I]: its asymptotic Gtribution is normal by [22, 
‘!‘heorcm 8.11 and the foregoing; I’ is computed as in [iL r-- L-l 
As to state estimation, for which we remind that CI and b are known and that 
tht\ observed history ‘a, k Riven \sq‘ (4.1 ), results in Section I 2 and 3 carry uc’er 
with no formal changes. Of course, independence of X and Y is essential to this 
conclusion. Thcreforc, for each II and I, 
&l(E) 
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Remark. In state estimation results here and in Sections 2, 3, we for simplicity 
calculated only probabilities of the form P{XU = OIS$}. Straightforward general- 
izations permit computation of the %‘,- conditional finite-dimensional distributions 
of X. For example, let C, u 1 < l - a < u,,, and jl, . . . , jm E E be fixed and suppose that 
X is observed at observable random times 0 = 7’0 < T1 c l l l < Tk s t < Tk +l 
independent of X (this subsumes the models of Sections 2-4). Then 
(4.12) 
where j. = X0, M,={n: T~_.Isu,,<T~}, n(l)=inf{n: u,~T,-~}, and iz(l,= 
sup{n : 14,, < T,}. The first factor pertains to ui that occur before Tk, whose corre- 
sponding X values are estimated by interpolation. The second deals with the first 
[II after the most recent observation and the third with still later u, ; X values 
associated with these are estimated by prediction. Moreover, it is easy to devise 
an algorithm for m~~ltipficatiue lrpdate of these probabilities at each Tk. 
In the next section we decrease the information obtained by observation; 
however, the data, possibly surprisingly, is still adequate. 
5. Sampiing at Poisson times with 0 unobservable 
Suppose, as in Section 4, that N is a Poisson process independent of X, with 
possibly unknown rate h. Now, however, the only data are the values of those 7’,] 
for which X( T,,) = 1. The state zero is thus rendered unobservable. Our development . 
in this section extends and refines earlier results in [16], to which the reader is 
referred for background and additional results. !n [ 161 we emphasized the alternative 
viewpoint that N is partially observed (during those times t for which A-[ = l)+ The 
observations constitule the point process 
111 = i 1 (.YT( 7;, ) -= 1 It’ I,,, ts.11 
;I Id 
II, =u(M,: 14 stt). 62) 
Let L’, < C’? < - . . be the points of M. 
In [ 161 the following result is established; see also [ 181. 
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Lemma 5.1. M is renewal process with interrenewal distribut,‘on p satisfying 
ll_,(CY) = 7 
a-+-b+@ 
cu”+ar(q-tb+h)+Aa’ (5.3) 
where I, _, is the ordinary Laplace transform of the function 1 -p(t). 
The following Lemma shows that the law of the observations determines a, b, 
and A, and also motivates our parameter estimates. 
Lemma 5.2. The parameters a, 6, h are uniquely determined by 
I 
oc 
A= (1 -P(t)) dt, B = 1, -p(l), c = 11._,(2). 
0 
Proof. Let x = Aa, y = a + b; then 
(a, 6, h ) = (.X/A, y --A-/A, A 1, 
while (5.3) implies that 
(5.4) 
(55) 
The matrix r appearing in (5.5) is easily shown to be nonsingular, and this gives 
the desired conclusion. El 
For parameter estimation with A unknown, we put 
and then define 
1 
ts(W=ll ;,,,,(l)=--- 
‘Illr, 
J’ (1-c ‘4”), 
M(f) k-1 
where Wk ‘= Vk .- Vk 1; the U’k are i.i.d. with distributi!,Jn 0. The matrix I‘ ’ is a 
determinable function (whose explicit form we do not require) of ‘4, B, C; let 
i’cr 1 I be the same function of A (f ), g (t ), e(t 1. That this is well-defined will be 
argued momentarily. Put 
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B 
and finally, pending justification of the division, let 
(Z(l), i(f)) = (x^(t)/Qt), G(t) -Z@)/QC)). 
Theorem 5.1 (Consistency). Almost surely, 
(a^(t), b, k)) -+ (a, 6, A) ’ 
as t-,00. 
Proof. From (5.6) and Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 we infer that almost surely 
(A(t), i(t), c(t)) + (A, 4 0; 
that A < co is implied by (5.3). This entails the convergence P($ 
surely; in particular i=(t)-’ is well-defined for all sufficiently large t, 
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(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
lmost 
almost surely. 
Successively, then, (5.6) and (5.9) imply that (x”(t), y”(t), i(t)) + (x, y, A ) -and hence 
that i(t) > 0 for t sufficiently large, so that (5.7) makes sense-and finally that (5.8) 
holds. q 
Theorem 5.2 (Asymptotic normality). We have 
I*“[(&), 6(r), i(rk(a, 6. A )I: N(O,&.U’F), (5.10, 
M#zerc C is ‘computed’ in the cowse of ;‘he proof and JF is the Jacobiarz exkated 
at (A, B, C) of the function F: R’--, R’ sarisfying 
(a, h, A I= F(A, B, CL \5.11, 
Proof. In light of (5.11) we need only prove :hat 
c”‘[(&), E(I), &))-(A, B. C)] 1: Ml, C), t5.12j 
which we do by the now familiar pattern of appeal to [22, Theorem 8.11. That 
n “‘[[;$~~“,;] +]I -+N(% J), 
for a trivially computable covarianct matrix r, is apparent fro,m Lemma 5.1. 
Arguments analogous to those used J Theorem 3.4 and 4.2, along with routine 
computations, then lead directly t;) (5 12). E 
The state estimation problem is solved in [ 161, but for completeness we reproduce 
here [16, Theorem 5.81. An important change from previous cases is that explicit 
computation of state estimators is no longer feasible, which prevents our obtaining 
analogues of (2.9), (3.141, (4.13). However the filtering problem admits the following 
recursive solution. 
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Theorem 5.3. The comlitional probabilities P(X[ = OISYl} satisfy the stochastic 
differen tiaI equation 
dP{X, = Ol2G) = (6 - (a + 6 )P{X, = 013Ct}) dt 
+ Ap{x, = Ol&}(l - P{X, = Ol2&}) dt 
-p{xs = oli?fJ~,=, - dMt). (5.13) 
The interpretation of (5.13)-especially as compared to that of (4.1 l&merits 
some discussion. On the right-hand side of (5.13): 
(i) The first term represents predicted change in the state of X between points 
of !V, not all of which, in the current setting, turn out to be observable. It appears 
and plays the same role in (4.11). 
(ii) The third term represents discrete corrections rnade &t times of observations 
and is analogous to the second term in (4.11). Observations are possible only when 
X = 1, and at the time of an observa!ion the current (left-hand limit) value of 
P{X, = O~,??~} is corrected to zero. 
(iii) The second term accounts for those times of iV at which a “suppressed” 
observation occurs because Xl = 0. A lack of points of AJ increases-relative to 
the model of Section 4-the predicted likelihood that X is eqtial to zero. Note that 
the multiplier is a ‘variance’. 
An alternative form of state estimation for this model is treated in [23]. 
6. Observability defined by an alternating renewal process 
This section amalgamates the observability scheme of [16] with the Markov 
process setting of the paper. Let (2,) be a semi-Markov process [ 101 with state 
space (0, 1) and semi-Markov kernel 
Q= 
0 P 
[ 1 7) 0 ’ 
with p, q probabilily distributions on R,. An alternative terminology is akrnatirzg 
rerzewal process: Z alternates between the two states with mutually independent 
sojourns. Those in 0 have distribution f-~ and those in 1, di!;tribution q. Assume 
that X and Z arc independent. The process X is observable at t if and only if 
Z, = 1; see [14, X6] for treatment of similar models. 
We assume that it and 17 are unknown, but that the observability process Z is 
ohservatsie. Thus, the obsevations comprise the process {(Z,. Z,X,); t 3 0) and 
lr, 7. cr( (Z,,, %,,.Y,, ): 0 - 11 * t ). 6.1 i 
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For simplicity we introduce the univariate process 
Y, = 0 ifZ,=l,X,=O 
= 1 ifZ,=l,X,=l 
=A (ZO, 1) ifZ,=O; 
Yt indicates whether Xt is observable and, if so, its value. With no essential loss of 
generality, we take lo = 0 and let X0 have distribution v given in (1.3). 
Let C’o = 0, VI, . be the times at which Yt enters the state A (ends of observability 
periods) and let Ur, Uz, . . . be the times at which Yr enters (0, 1). Then the Ui - Vi __ 1 
are i.i.d. with distribution p, the Vi - Ui are i.i.d. with distributiorl q and the two 
sequences are independent. Let 121 be the counting process associated wi;h the 
renewal process ( Vi ). Although we do llot make full use of it, the following result 
is worth noting, since it can be used to derive additional results not included here. 
Lemma 6.1. ( YI ) is a regenerative process with regeneration times ( V, ). 
For estimation of the parameters CL, q, a and (5 we put 
(i/At 1 = 
Cr,-itl(Y(Td=;l, Y(Tkeq)= 1, Y(Tk)=A) 
Irk:-, UY(Tk -J =A, Y(Tk ,) = 1) -’ 
where 0 = T,,, T1, T2, . . . are the (observable) times at which Y changes stat’. To 
interpret, $,,(t) is the fraction of observability periods at whose start X is in state 
zero that terminate before X ch;,lges state. By memorylessness of exponential 
distributions and independence of X and Z this should be an estimate of 
We therefore put 
(6.2a) 
(6.2b) 
The following resuits are valid. 
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Theorem 6.1 (Consistency). Ahnost surely, 
m,, 6%)) +(a, 6) (6.3) 
ast-+00. 
Proot. The Glivenko-Cantelli theorem implies that almost surely 4(t) + q uni- 
formly (and that & (t ) --, /L uniformly, but we do not use this explicitly). To prove that 
almost surely we appeal to the fact that ( Yt) is a delayed regenerative process with 
respect to the times of transitions from J to 0, and also with respect to times of 
transitions from d to 1. (The Markov nature of X in the form of memorylessness 
of its sojourn times and independence of X and 2 art: crucial to this assertion.) 
See [ lo] for derails. Since 6 (t) + q uniformly implies that Z$, , + l,’ uniformly on 
compact subset:; of (0, l), the conclusion (6.3) follows from the foregoing by the 
analytic argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.3. Cl 
Theorem 6.2 (Asymptotic normality). We hczoe 
t”z[(a*(t), C(t))-(a. h)] J iv(O,JFEJfF), (6.4) 
Proof. By Theorem 6.1 and Slutsky’s theorem 
wht~r-e l -- means the two sides have the same distribution as f -+ a, In view of 
whick it suf-fices to prove that 
from which, by virtue of (6.9, (6.4) ensues, with F the function 
_Fc Ii’. .Y, 1’. 2 1 L-.(~t’+(l/I:,((?))\.,.\. +(1/1:,WkL 6.71 
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By yet another appeal to [22, Theorem 8.11 one reduces (6.5) to 
- 
a 
b 
Ma) 
L,(b) 
EC x/n 1 _ 
23Q 
(6.8) 
for some r, for then [22] provides the method needed to compute C from K 
Verification of (6.8) is somewhat lengthy, but not diflicult; suffice it to say that 
there are sufficiently many renewal processes (i.e. enough independence) to allow 
appeal to the classical central limit theorem, based on the regenerative structure 
described in Lemma 5.1 and other, delayed regenerative processes in the model. Cl 
Remarks. (1) When 77, p are known, even though p plays no direct role in the 
estimators above, the analysis simplifies considerably. In this case (X(U,)), the 
process of values observed at the starts of observability periods, is a Markov chain 
with transition matrix 
l- b a- -- 
* 
Q I a+b a+b = 
I b a -- - 
1 ad-b a+b 
+l,,,(a +b) 
a -a -- 
a+b a+b 
-- b b ~ - 
a-+-b a+b 
and one can mimic procedures and arguments used in Section 3 
(2) Direct estimation of the invariant measure v is especially simpte in this case. 
Using Lemma 6.1, the estimator of v(O) given by 
I I 
iqt, 0) = 1( Yu = 0) du l( Y[( E (0, 1)) du 
is easily shown to be consistent and asymptotically normal. 
We now turn to state estimation, for which we assume that a and b are known 
(since 2 is observable and independent of X, it is irrelevant to estimation of X 
whether p and q are known). For explicit computations we have the following result. 
Theorem 6.3. For each u and t 
R4 t; ,cxw, 1 - = -- ), WY‘ L,(C), Xwl)) 
P -zi-vVr 1 - 1, ‘YWi)) [ 6 t’, I 
ifi4~t,uEW, l,UI),U,Wt, I’,,=& 
= P, \‘, , (X( vi -’ -L 0) 
if II 5 t, 14 E ( Vi 1, u,,, UI >I, Y,, =A 
( 15’. (!) if’ri -3 t, (6.9) 
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where WI is the time at t since X was last observable and W[, the last observed value 
of X before t. 
The recursive representation for the filtering problem is provided by the final 
result of the section. 
Theorem 6.4. The probab’ilities P{X, = 01x) satisfy the stochastic differential 
equation 
dP{X,=~~~~~=(h-(a+b)P{X,=ol~~})~(~~=~,dt+dK””(t)-dK”“(t) 
+(1(x, =O)-P{X, =olzJ,=,-) dK%, (6.10) 
where K ‘J’ is the point process of times of 13 0 transitions of ( Y,), K ‘J is defined 
analogously and K’ corresponds to A + (0, 1) transitions (i.e. starts of observability 
periods ). 
7. Averaged observations 
For the first time we consider observations that are not (necessarily) completely 
accurate; the setting is a modification of that of Section 2. Let ii ~0 be the sampling 
intercal, but at time rzA rather than the exact value X(n;l) one obtains the averaged 
observation 
1 J 
Hbl I’,, z -- x,, dli, (7.1) 
Y r1J v 
where y E (0, J ) is the crwq$rzg irrtcrcai. The physical basis for (7.1) is that virtually 
all measurements are temporal averages of this form; one simply cannot observe 
instantaneously in time. We assume that 9, y are known, so that 
(7.2, 
Note that we can interpret Y,, as the fraction of time in the interval (IZJ - y. rrd 1 
during which X is in state 1, and that the observations differ qualitatively from 
those in previous sections. 
Because .Y has exponential sojourns, some of the I’,, will take the values 0 or 
1, yielding (CS post facto ) exact observation of X over i!lJ - y, IZJ ); these exact 
observations are fundamental to both parameter estimation and state estimation. 
Gcncralization to larger state spaces is possible; for example. if E = Iv, e:lch 
integer-valued I’,, is (almost surety) an exact observation of X. 
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transitiorl matrix Q given by 
341 
Q(0, 0) = ecu’ I P,-y(O,O) f ~k(WU+&-,(O, 1) f Uk(l, 0) k=l k-1 
Q(l, 1) =e+” &_Jl,O) f U”(o,l)CP&r(l, 1) : Uk(L 1) 9 (7.3b) 
k-l k=l I 
where 
Y 
U(i, j) = A(i)e -h’i”Pj ,(i, j) dt, 
with A(O)=a, A(l)=b. 
The proof is a standard Markov property argument; however it is essential that 
Y,, = 0 or 1 implies that XI = x;I for all t E (nA --y, nd], which albows use of the 
Markov property of X. To interpret, in (7.3a), eAay corresponds t.1 X remaining 
in 0 over an averaging interval (k-l - y, kill, PA _ ~0, . ) gives the distribution of X 
at the start of the next averaging interval (after the current one that just yielded 
the exact observation 0) and the ilk correspond to succeeding intervals that fail 
to yield exact observations. Of course, 
; Uk=(I-U) ‘-1, 
k =1 
which can be computed in closed form given sufficient interest in the result. 
Directly from (7.1) we also obtain, where X,, is assumed to have distribution I’, 
mLl= -&, (7.4) 
we will also use the easily checked invertibility of the function 
fw=e ?(.I q l-p ‘y2* 
(The derivative f’ is strictly negative.) 
For parameter estimation, put 
A =E[Y,], B =EWJL,]; 
then from (7.4), (7.5) and the comment above, there is a function F such that 
(a,b)=F(A, B). (7.6) 
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and 
we obtain the following results. 
Theorem 7.1 (Consistency). Almost surely, 
(7.7) 
Theorem 7.2 (Asymptotic normality). As f -+ 00, 
t 1’2[(a”(t ),6(t)) - (a, h)] z N(0, J,&&), (7.8) 
where JF is the Jacobiarl el:alrrated at (A, B) of the function F satisfying (7.6) arld 
Z is d times the limit cooariance matrix for 
The proofs are not quite routine, because the process ( I’, ) is HO! Markov. Regard 
the sample path segments 
,r”‘=(x,: (II - l)_l-%tC.:rJ) (7.9) 
as a stochastic process taking values in the function space D[O, A]. CJsing the 
argument of [ 15, Theorem (3.3)], one sees that (X’“‘) is a Markov chain satisfying 
the Doeblin condition (Do). Since Y,, = g(X’“‘I, Y,, 1 Y,, = 11 (X’” I’, X”’ ‘) for func- 
tions g, h, we can now apply to these functionals the strong law and centra”l limit 
theorem for Markov chains [ 111. 
Remark. The latter covariance matrix in Theorem 7.2 is computable-but the 
closed f’rx-m result is too complicated to merit inclusion-using [ 11, Lemma 7.31. 
State estimation in this setting is a nontrivial problem; the key is the process 
C,, I of exact observations. We first observe that for t E (nJ, (n + 1 )J) 
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so that it sufices to compute- both explicitly and recursively-the conditional 
probabilites P{X(nA) = OIRnh}. (We treat here only the filtering problem. Extension 
to prediction is easy, while that to interpolation is harder; see comments at the 
end of the section.) We introduce two useful auxiliary processes: for each n let N, 
be the number of A-intervals since the last exact observation, namely 
N, = min{k: Y”-k E (0, 1}}, 
and let M/n be the value (either 0 or 1) of that observation, i.e. 
Wn = Y(n -N,). 
Theorem 7.3. Let the funcrions il (i, j, y ) be such that fur A c (0, 1) 
Y 
Pi Xy =j, y-’ 
I I 
X,duEA = A(i,j,y)dy 
0 I I A 
and regard 11 as a matrix-valued function of y. Let 
T(y) =P_1 ,11(r); 
ralso is a matrix-valued function of y. Then 
P{x(nJ)=01,%“,}= 1 
= 0 
if Y,, = 0, 
if Yr, = 1 , 
(7.11, 
(7.12 
(7.3) 
W( y,1 --!v,+ I) * - * u y,)l( w,, 0) if * < y < t 
= Er’( L/v,+*). . . I‘( Y,,)l]( w,,) - ‘I ’ 
where 1 is the column vector ail of whose entries equal 1. 
Proof. The first two parts of (7.13) are evident. That densities ,4 (‘, j, y ) satisfying 
(7.11) exist is a computational e:rercise most easily performed by .zonditioning on 
the transition times of X. It results that 
and 
.t(O, 0, y)=e aYe- 'h.e""'vy(ab( 1 -- y)jy)“21,(2y(aby( 1 - y))l”) (7.14a) 
IN, 1, !‘)=n-y e % “’ ““’ \“&)( 2Y(aby ( 1 - y ))I ‘I)? (7.14b) 
where I,,, I, are Bessel; functions; one obtains ‘1 I I, 0, y ) from A (0, 1, _v I by inter- 
changing N, /I and y, ( 1 - v 1 in (7.14b), and .t (1, 1, y ) follows from a sidar 
transformation of (7.14a). Consequently by (7.12) and the Markov property 
From this, the last part of (7.13) is now immed:ate: the ratio there is merely Bayes’ 
formula together with the fact that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of measures 
both of which admit densities with respect to Lebesgue measure is precisely the 
ratio of those densities. 3 
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Using (7.13) we construct the following algorithm for recursive updating of the 
probabilities P{X(LI) = O]%‘,,,}; the main point is not to store these directly. 
Step I, Put K(0) = I, the 2 x 2 identity matrix. 
Step 2. Suppose K(n ) and Wn have previously been computed and that YI1+l is 
now observed. Then update by the scheme 
K(Iz+l)=I if Y,,+I E{O, 11, 
(7.15) 
=K(rM(Y,,,d if Y,,+lE(O, 0, 
where r is given by (7.12) and is explicitly computable using (1.2) and (7.14). Also, 
Put 
iv,,+,= Y,,., if Y,,++{O,l}, 
= IV,, if Y,l + I E(O, 1). 
(7.16) 
Step 3. By (7.13) we then have 
The storage requirement consists only of the 2 x 2 matrix K(u ) and the last exact 
observation Ui’,,. 
For the interpolation problem of computing i”{X,, = (Il.%;\ for 14 <t one constructs 
an analogous but (of course) more complicated two-sided version akin, e.g., to the 
‘%t part of (2.9). There is no need to retain data earlier than the last exact 
observation before 11 or later than either t or the first exact observation after II. 
Efficient updating algorithms such as that just described for filtering can be con- 
structcd. 
8. Observed entrances to state 1 
The situation in this section is one in which unambiguous determination of 12 and 
b is impossible; however (u, h} can be determined. We consider observations 
consisting of the times T,, T,, . . . at which X enters the state 1; for ease of exposition 
wc take X,, -I I and put T(, = 0. If we denote by N the counting process associated 
with ( 7’,, I thtm 
tS.2) 
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and equally evident that based on observation of (Tk) it is impossible to t:ll which 
of a and b is which. But we do have the fokwing result. 
Lemma 8.1. The law of (2-k ) determines 
(a) whether a = b and the common value in this case ; 
(b) (a, 6) if a Z 6. 
Proof. Let x be the mean of p and y = Z,( 1). Then simple calculations confirm that 
i 61 ( 
s 
2 
x 
l/2 
a, = 
2(1/y - 1 -x) 4 l/y-l-x K _- ) -4 ( 
1 
l/y-l-x ; )I I (8.3) 
in particular, a = b if and only if 
x2 -4(1/y-l-x)=0. r3 
For parameter estimation we must therefore confine ourselves to estimation of 
a n b and a v 6. Letting 
s = tp (dt), 
I 
y = e-‘p (dr) 
I 
and noticing that (8.3) defines a function F such that 
(a A 6. a v b) = F(x, y !, (8.4) 
we choose 
where WA = Tk - Tk + and then define 
The following results hold by arguments from Section 3. 
Theorem 8.1 (Consistency). AZrnosr .ucrcZ~ 
Theorem 8(.2 (Asymptotic normality). For a computable covwiance mafrn C 
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A modification permitting observation over intervals of time commencing at the 
2mk, in the spirit of [14], would possibly allow resolution of ambiguities inherent in 
this model. 
State estimation also is straightforward, with the following eiiplicit results. 
Theorem 8.3. Assume that a # 6. T+en for each u and t 
b (e (Cl hhlI4 -Tr,‘_ 1) =- - ifTk<u<t<Tk+l, 
ne IU h~(r--T,,_ b 
= Pu ,( l,o)+P,‘ ,(O, 0,-f,, Al, OHP{X, =01X,} 
if II 2 t. (8.7) 
Proof. To obtain, e.g. the first part of (.8.7), one need only observe that the interval 
(Tk, Tk + 1)-of observable !ength Wk +1- is composed of an interval for which the 
process is in 1, followed by an interval fo+- which the process is in 0, thereby reducing 
the computation to that of a probability of the form P{U 5 z lU + V = MY}, where 
U’, V are independent and exponentially distributed with parameters b, a respec- 
tively. 3 
The recursive version of (8.7) is given by the following wsult; the anal~gue of 
N8), which is easier, is omitted. 
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Note that the observations in this c;ase are times of level crossings (from one 
direction). Extension of this point of view -0 processes with more states is desirable. 
Note also that no independent, external observation mechanism has been intro- 
duced; the same is true of the model in Section 7 above and partially true in the 
next section. 
9. Observation of a random time change 
In this penultimate section we presznt a model that incorporates deperrdence 
between the process X and the observation mechanism. To be precise, we subject 
X to a random time change; the resulting process is then partially observable 
according to one of the schemes described in previous sections (or perhaps even 
completely observable). Let f: E + (0,~) be a strictly positive function, let (A,) be 
the additive functional of X defined by 
let i.7,) be the inverse of 
I/, -X(7,). 
The goal is to estimate 
of Y. 
(A,), cf. [6], and let 
(W 
parameters or states of X based on partial observation 
Lemma 9.1. Y is a Markov prucess with generator 
& -a/f( 0) a/f (0) 
blf( 1) 1 -b/_/-W .
Proof. See [ 12, Theorem 10.121. q 
Lemma 9.2. Let (A, ) be the additive f~~tnctiorlal of Y given by 
jar all t. 
(9.2) 
(9.3) 
The proof is a simple computation, so we 6mit it. Lemma 9.2 is important to 
state estimation because it shows that estimation of X from observations of Y is 
really estimation of a random time change of Y. 
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We will not treat parameter estimation in detail. When f is known, Lemma 9.1 
indicates that observations of Y that determine its law determine that of X; in 
particular procedures and estimators of any of the previous sections can be applied 
to Y in order to estimate 6 = a/f(O) and 6 = b/f( 1). The estimators 
then are evidently consistent and asymptotically normal. More generally, either of 
the pair a, f(0) can be unknown and likewise either of the pair 6, f(1); gbvious 
modifications yield estimators for the two unknown parameters. However, determi- 
nation of, e.g., both n and f(O) is quite impossible. 
We turn now to state estimation. Asscme that Y is observed at points of an 
observable point process N = CE Tk independent of X (or, equivalently, of Y); this 
includes the observation mechanisms of Sections 2-4. Put 
then by (9.3) 
A, =.~/~(o)+(!/~(l)-l/~(o))I~. 
b,et 
and 
K, ( i, i* )’ 1 = Pl {I, 5: J’ 1 Y, = j}, 
and let 0, I? denote the corresponding 
example. 
(9.4) 
(93) 
(9.6) 
objects when I, is replaced by A,. For 
Moreover, the 0, (i, j, y ) --which we view as measures in the .I* variable-are 
computable by the procedure leading to (7.14). For example, 
Q,((),(),d\.)--c “‘c t/y ““(&. ._,+,,)“’ 
. I. 
~4m-t2 ti -= a/f’rO), b = h/,/j 1 I. Other elemen ; of Q,(d\l) arc obtained in the same 
WV. Therefore, Q,, K,, & k, xe all computable (recall that for state estimation , 
all parameters must be known). 
The obw-wd history is given by 
WC then obtain the following result. 
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Theorem 9.1. For each u and t, 
N(r) 
n &.d YVi -d, YU’d, dxJ 
l-1 3 
I 
N(t) 
x c l(u E[Yk ,, Yk])rn(Y(Tk-I), YVIC), Wk, u -y/C -1JFc) 
k-l 
+ l(u E [j’N,r,, t]bfi(Y(TN,r)). ur, u -yNft), XNcr,+l) I , 
(9.8, 
where g(y) = 60 -e “‘+h”‘)/(a + b ), * denotes convolution, 
(9.9) 
(\rt*itlr W, = T,--7; ,),~,l(i,dy)=~,(i,O,dy)+d,(i, l,dy), U,isthebackMIardrecur- 
rmce time of N at f, )‘k = .x 1 + - * * fx&, f,, = {y N(r)+1 > II), and the fmctiom m, rti 
are computed explicitly in he p,roof. 
Proof. The Markov property of X, the representation X, = Y(?,) in Lemma 9.2, 
the explicit form ( 1.2) of the transition function, and calculations yield 
+E[l(A,>rc,l(Y(~,,)=o)I~,]. (9.13) 
To compute the first two terms we require the &-conditional distribution of 
t/i,. I’,). Since Y(Tl), . . . , Y (TN(,)) are known exactly and A is an additive functional 
of Y, the increments A( T1 1, A( Tz) -A( T,), . . . , A(t) - A ( TNt,, ) are conditionah:, 
independent given N(t), T,, . . . , TN,,, qnd Y(T&. . . , YU’~~~,,L This implies that 
P{A, E dx, Y, = j} -= R/I, :fi [d,:,( 17 T,,,,,, j)](dx ) 
with 3{, given by (9.9). Substitution nto the first two terms of (9.10) yields the first 
two terms in (9.8). 
For ;he remaining term in (9.10) note first of all that: 
W 
P{A, ) II, I’(?,, ) = ()I%,} 
=~[~{~‘(i,,r=ojI(,.A(T,r,. ..,&L,,,),A ct,}lrA, > II iI??, f. (9. 11) 
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By the argument in the preceding paragraph, the Z,,-knditional distribution of 
A(T*),A(W-AVI), * ’ *, A(t)-A(T”(J is the product measure appearing in the 
integral in the third term of (9.8), so it suffices to compute the inner conditional 
probability in (9.11). By the Markov property of Y and independence of y and N, 
P{W”) = Ol& AM, . l l , Au-h)&f)~ 
Nlll 
= c lb.4 E [mi -I), Am))) 
I.21 
wwvf-*~, Y(G), WI, u -A(~.-,),A(~)-A~TI-,)) 
+ Ill.4 E Phld, Al, 
where TI, = 0, 
,n(i,j,s, t’, y)=P{Y(i,.)=O!A, =y, Y, =j} 
for s 2 0, t’ c y (note: A, = y > u implies ?,, E (0, s)), and 
rii(i,.*.r,p)=P,{Y(i,)=OlA,=y}, O<C<J’. 
Since 
ift(i,.s,o,y)=mii,I~,.s,u,y)P,{Y,=O~A,=y} 
+m(i. l,S,u.~)P,{Y,=lIA,-~} 
(9.12) 
(9.13) 
(9.14) 
(9.15) 
it remains to compute the m (i, j, s, t!, y ). 
Let S, hc the time of the first jump of Y and put 
f~Ij..s.~.~J=Po{S,~~~~~o~,A~a~. Y> =j) 
M(i,j,s,L’,y)=P,{Y(i,)=O,A,~y, Y, =i}. 
By the Markov property, 
3 
-t-e 9(j =O)l(s/f’(l))ay). 
which is calculable in terms of the previously computed measures b,Ci, j, dy 1. 
Repwtcd application of the Markov property, coupled with the fact that rhe renewal 
measure associated with an exponential distribution is the point mass a: the origin 
plus tlx corresponding multiple of Lchcsgue mcasurc, yields 
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where the integral is over (0 G x < uf(O), 0 s z sf( l)[v ---x/~(O)]}. Finally, 
I 
of(l) 
MO, i, s, 0, Y) = ie--M(O;j, s -t, u -z/f(l), y -df(U dr. 
0 
To recover the last summand in (9.8), take 
m (i, j, s, 0, y ) = 
cWk j, s, v, l ) 
do, b’, j, - 1 (Y). cl 
10. State estimation using estimated parameters 
In this final section we combine the two problems heretofore treated separately; 
for many applications state estimation is the principal interest, but the parameters 
a, 6 are unknown. To be concrete, we restrict attention to the filtering problem in 
the context of (exact) observations at the points Tk of an observable point process 
N independent of X ; Sections 2-4 treat special cases. Extension to prediction, 
using (2.12), is straightforward. The argument used, e.g., to prove Proposition 2.1 
generalizes to yield the state estimator 
b b =---_-- 
a+b a-+-be 
ICL +hrl/, if Wf = I, ( 10.1) 
where UI is the backward recurrence time of N at t and Wf =X(TN,,,) is the most 
recently observed value of X. Of course, (10.1) is not computable unless n, f, are 
known. When a, b are unknown, it seems reasonable to replace them in (IO.1 ) by 
estimators d(t), 6(t), thereby constructing the pseudo-state estimator 
h) 
==-A- 
&t) e (tilt) t6trtrl~, 
ci(;) + b(t) ii(t) t-&j 
if Wf = 1. (10.2, 
Our goal in this section is to describe the asymptotic behavior as t + C-Q of the 
differcncc @{.Y, = 01 Xl} - P(.U, = 01 i”c,}, v,ith the terms computed by (10.2 1 and 
( 1X1), respectively. One would expe& of course, that the difference should go to 
zero, as indeed is the case. 
Proposition 10.1. Assume that a^ (t) -+ a, g(.+) --+ b almost suwly as t -+ a. Then 
P{J;-, = O/ ?CJ - P{X, = Ois%l} -+ 0 (10.3, 
almost slcreiy. 
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Proof. By (10.1) and (10.2) 
s I &t) b + &t) b -- m a+b I I --- l --Gi(l)+&f)w, a^(t)+b(t) a +b e 
a 
+- 1 e -m)+~mcJ,_ 
a+b 
e-‘” +b’cJ I I . 
While it is apparent that the first two terms go to zero as t + a, since t + Ut is not 
bounded, some care is needed to deal with the third term. 
Given E >O choose xa such that x_~xo implies that e-(“+h)x< $E. Then choose to 
such that t 2 to implies that le-(6(‘)+h(“)z - e-‘a+h)zl s E for all z ~xo and such that 
60 ) + 6(t I> ,;(a + h 1. Then it is easily verified that t 2 to implies that 
regardless of the value of U[. A similar argument applies on { Wt = 1). Cl 
The main result of this section is the following ‘central’ limit theorem. 
Theorem IO. 1. A sswze that 
( 10.4) 
t 1 “[P{X, = 01 x,} - P{X, = oj x,}] 
zp+c NY (l-~~‘,)P-(l-A)y(l-W,)T-W,-e ““~+AW,~T, 
( 103) 
Proof. Wt2 note first of all that 
whtjrc U’, has distrib‘ytion 1’ in (1.3); this follows from independence of X and N 
an4 the facts that X, -+ t’ and N(t) --+ \xi (without the latter ( 10.41 cannot hold). The 
fxt th:it 3’ is mixing implies that U’, is asymptotically independent of (S( t 1. &t i, U, 1. 
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Consider the quantities 
b 
AL------ 
a-i-b' 
B=a+b, 
and the corresponding estimators 
A(t) = 
60 
a^([) +&) 
&f)=aA(t)+b”(l). 
( 10.7a) 
(10.7b) 
Then (l&4), Slutsky’s theorem [21] and the continuous mapping theorem [5] imply 
that 
“*[A(f) - 
*‘*[i(f) -
u 
Al 
Bl + 1 d JF+-hP, 1 1 , L Y (10.8) 
where (a, 6, y) is as in (10.4) and JF is the Jacobian of the function 
F(x, y I= (y/(.x + y L (x + y A (10.9) 
evaluated at (a, b ). 
From the independence conclusion in the first paragraph, (10.8), and results in 
[5] w-e infer that 
(10.10) 
such that (i)-(iii) above are satistied. Therefore since 
t * i2[e{x, = opt,) = P{Xf = opt,}] 
- $‘*[&z) -A]+e +-q 1 _ W,)I”*[A -A(t)] 
+ (1 -A)C/,( 1 - W,)t”2[B -6(t)] 
-- W, e cicr’c’~~“2[~(~)--A]-A WtU,r”‘[B -&,,] (10.11) 
where - means that the difference between two terms converges to zero in 
probability, we see that 
t ‘“[&Xl = il~YTl} - - P{X. = Oi %f[}] 
-H(tiiZ[/i(r)-A], t’:“[&t,-B], Ut, Wr), (10.12) 
where 
H(x, y, IA, w 1 = x - 0: Hid ( 1 - w )X - ( 1 - A )U ( 1 - MI )y - MJ e ?K + Avuy. 
(10.13) 
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Thus, (10.5) follows from (lO.lO), (10.12), (10.13), the continuous mapping theorem 
and Slutsky’s theorem. q 
For the Poisson sampling model of Section 4, (10.4) holds if (B(t), 6(r)) is 
asymptotically normal; in this case y is exponentially distributed and (ar, p), y are 
independent. Therefore (p, 7) is also normally distributed and (p, T), y, W, are 
mutually independent. 
From Theorem 10.1 we obtain the following partial sharpening of Proposition 
10.1. 
Corollary 10.1. Fur every S > 0, 
t “‘?’ “[r;{Xl = op?,} - P{X, = optg] + 0 (10.14) 
in probn bility . 
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